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Cantilever racks

A cantilever rack is ideal for storing long goods or other bulky / heavy storage materials. Wood, poles, profiles, 
tubes, chipboards etc. can be optimally stored in a cantilever rack! Our cantilever racks are available as one-sided 
cantilever racks and as double-sided cantilever racks.

Lacquered cantilever racks are the cheaper alternative, perfectly suitable for indoor use. The rack stand and the 
cantilevers are available in different colours.

Storage equipment 
Individually  
customized!



Storage equipment 

Storage equipment can play a key 
role in companies in the area of 
material flow, goods turnover 
performance and optimization. 

Depending on your needs, we can 
supply you with a wide variety 
of storage equipment. Our range 
includes i.a. shelving racks, stainless 
steel racks, large span racks, 2 or 
3-storey systems, honeycomb racks, 
pallet racks, drive-in racks and much 
more. The racks can be combined in 
many ways and can be equipped with 
various accessories.

So we will certainly find the 
optimal storage solution for 
 your goods!

Quality and customer service are our 
top priority! Fast quotation processing 
and short delivery times are a matter 
of course for us. We guarantee an 
intensive personal advice and support 
- from your inquiry to delivery.

Request a noncommittal offer! We 
will provide you with a solution that  
is customized and cost-effective.

Pallet racks

Our pallet racks provide a  
universal and contemporary storage 
system with plenty of storage space 
and direct access to each pallet. 
Lacquered pallet racks are the 
cheaper alternative, perfectly suitable 
for indoor use. The frame and the 
traverses are available in different 
colours.

Master offices

With a master office, you are always on site 
and right at the action! This allows you to 
actively influence important work areas such as 
manufacturing or logistics.

Shelving racks

A shelving rack ensures order, which 
improves the overview in your 
warehouse and facilitates operations. 
Our shelving rack SUPER 123 offers 
simple, rational and economical 
solutions for a wide range of storage 
problems.

Mezzanine platforms

Mezzanine platforms are ideal to 
use existing room heights efficiently 
through single-storey or multi-storey 
facilities. So you can easily duplicate 
your storage space. Our mezzanine 
platforms provide you with additional 
m² of storage space that will pay off 
quickly.


